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• The US dollar sees a negative start to the week, mainly undermined by the extended recovery

rally in the GBP/USD pair on UK political uncertainty. The safe-haven greenback ignores

investors’ worries over China doubling down on its zero-Covid policy, aggressive Fed rate hike

expectations and looming recession risks. The Asian stock markets slid and the US Treasury

yields remained depressed after Friday’s move higher.

• Essentially, traders remained on tenterhooks with the UK chancellor to make a statement on a

medium-term fiscal plan on Monday afternoon while Tory backbenchers plot to topple the UK

PM Liz Truss’ government over the weekend.

• A group of senior Tory supporters of Rishi Sunak is planning to meet on Monday night for a

dinner hosted by ex-Treasury minister Mel Stride, amid speculation that as many as 100 no-

confidence letters have been submitted to Sir Graham Brady, chairman of the backbench 1922

Committee, per The Guardian.

• Meanwhile, Labour Party leader Keir Starmer called on PM Truss to make an urgent Commons

statement on Monday.
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EURUSD

 EUR/USD picks up bids to 0.9745 as bulls try to regain control, after a two-week downtrend,

during early Monday morning.

 ECB Chief Economist Philip Lane recently mentioned that they need rate hikes at several

meetings. On the other hand, the ECB Policymaker and Dutch Central Bank chief Klaas Knot

said, “ECB should consider starting to shrink its oversized stock of assets once interest rates rise

to a level that neither stimulates nor slows economic growth.” The policymaker also added that

he does not expect policy rate hikes to come to an abrupt end,"

 For more upside, bulls need to surpass the 0.9750 resistance, which will send the pair to 0.9800.

On the contrary, bears can take control if the major plunge below the support of 0.9700. This

will drag the asset towards the short-term uptrend line, near 0.9650.
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 GBP/USD is making a minor recovery attempt amid hopes for a decent fiscal framework from the

new CHancellor Hunt.

 The firing of Britain’s Chancellor Kwasi Kwarteng and hints of more rate hikes from the Bank of

England (BOE) Governor Andrew Bailey seems to have underpinned the GBP/USD rebound after

Friday’s downbeat performance. Also, Jeremy Hunt’s appointment as the new Finance Minister,

also known as the Chancellor, adds strength to the cable pair’s recovery moves due to his political

reputation.

 Cable bulls need to crack the downtrend line from August 26 high near 1.1380, to accelerate the

bullish moves towards October 05 high around 1.1500. On the contrary, bears can take control if

the major plunge below the support of 1.1050. This will drag the pair towards last week's low,

around 1.0920.
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 USD/JPY bulls take a breather at the highest levels since 1990, printing mild losses near 148.50

during the early hours of Monday’s European session.

 Earlier in the day, the Japanese leader mentioned “Will consider a successor to BOJ Governor

Kuroda, taking into account monetary policy foreseeability, coordination with the government.”

With this, Japan’s Kishida indirectly strikes the Bank of Japan’s (BOJ) easy money policies and

suggests a dislike for the USD/JPY run-up.

 In case of breaking the support of 148.50 the perspective of a correction will be towards

October 13 high around 147.70. On the other hand, should the asset overstep Friday's high at

148.86, the yen pair will surge to 09 August 1990 low at 149.35. A breach of the latter will drive

the asset towards the upper band of 4-hour bullish channel at 150.00.
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 XAU/USD seesaws around $1,650 during early Monday, after a sheer downside move on

Friday. In doing so, the yellow metal prints the first daily gain in three while recovering from the

three-week low.

 The metal’s rebound takes clues from the US Dollar Index (DXY) weakness, as well as easing

economic fears from the UK. However, hawkish central bank expectations and fears of a

recession in the Eurozone keep the XAU/USD bears hopeful during a sluggish start to the week.

 The asset is likely to find a bearish impulsive wave after completing its correction to the

resistance of $1,660, which could drag the yellow metal towards $1,640, followed by $1,620.

On the flip side, bulls will dominate the asset if it oversteps the $1,660 resistance. This will push

the precious metal to $1,680.
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 US stocks tumbled after a survey showed an increase in inflation expectations while retail

sales excluding motor vehicles and gasoline increased.

 The S&P 500 was down 2.4% to 3,583.08. Consumer discretionary and energy led the

decliners, with all sectors in the red. The sellers need a sustained move below last week's low

surrounding 3,500 to accelerate the downfall towards the swing low of late October 2020,

around 3,420. Alternatively, the resistance of 3,640 restricts the immediate S&P 500 upside

before directing the bulls towards October 05 low, around 3,725.

 Topping the index was U.S. Bancorp, which said Friday it received all required US regulatory

approvals to complete its acquisition of MUFG Union Bank's core regional banking franchise

from Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group, including approvals from the Board of Governors of

the Federal Reserve System and the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency. Shares of U.S.

Bancorp ended 3.6% higher.
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